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Measuring and Reducing the Euclidean-Space Effects
of Robotic Joint Failures

James D. English, Member, IEEE,and Anthony A. Maciejewski, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Robotic joint failures are directly characterized and
measured in joint space. A locking failure, for example, is one for
which a joint cannot move, and it gives an error equal to the desired
value minus the locked value. This article extends the joint-space
characterization to Euclidean space by measuring a failure’s effect
there. The approach is based on a rudimentary measure of point
error that can be defined to be distance or path length. It is used to
form comprehensive measures through weighted integration over
Euclidean-space regions. For kinematically redundant manipula-
tors, minimizing the measures using the redundancy is a method to
induce failure tolerance. This can be applied both before a failure
to reduce the likelihood of collision-induced damage and after a
failure to reduce end-effector error. Examples for both cases are
given.

Index Terms—Fault/failure tolerance, free-swinging joint
failure, kinematically redundant, kinematics, locked joint failure,
manipulators, redundant robots/manipulators, robots.

I. INTRODUCTION

SOME EXAMPLES of robotic joint-failure types are as
follows: 1) locking, where the joint cannot move [1]–[3];

2) free swinging, where actuator torque is lost [4]; and 3)
calibration, where the joint value is perturbed by an unknown,
possibly time-varying, value. These failures all eventually
express themselves through joint position error. Errors may
involve multiple joints (as, for example, when a hydraulic
system loses pressure), but it is typical—and is assumed for this
work—that a failure-induced error is isolated to one joint. This
joint error is an imprecise measure of the effect of the failure,
however, even for the same joint on the same manipulator. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1, where identical joint errors produce
significantly different errors as measured in Euclidean space.

This article addresses the effect of failure-induced joint posi-
tion error in Euclidean space. It is motivated by applications in
remote environments, such as in space exploration or hazardous
waste remediation, that place a premium on safety. In these ap-
plications, it is typical to place limits on the maximum velocity
of a manipulator’s motion and yet still require that joint fail-
ures not result in collisions with the environment. This restric-
tion precludes the use of dynamic failure recovery schemes that
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Fig. 1. A manipulator in two configurations before and after a joint-one
error of�=2. The upper-left robot experiences extensive arm and end-effector
displacement, while the lower-right robot experiences significantly less. This
article presents methods to measure and reduce these kinematic effects that
transcend joint error. (The error shown here would correspond to that caused
by a loss of joint-one actuator torque.)

command high velocities for unfailed joints in order to com-
pensate for the motion of failed joints. An alternative that does
not require rapid response is to prepare for any possible un-
commanded joint motion due to a particular failure by contin-
uously configuring the manipulator in such a way as to mini-
mize the likelihood of failure-induced collision. For example,
the prefailure manipulator configuration on the right-hand side
of Fig. 1 is preferable to that on the left-hand side, because
should the actuator on joint one lose torque, the volume of the
workspace through which the manipulator falls is much smaller.
In addition, the Euclidean error experienced by the end-effector
is significantly smaller. Thus, the ability to guarantee that geo-
metric properties, such as the swept volume, resulting from a
joint failure are minimized provides an additional safety mech-
anism.

In addition to requiring mechanisms that reduce the imme-
diate impact of failures, robots employed in remote environ-
ments are frequently required to continue operating, albeit in
a reduced capacity, even after failures occur, i.e., such robots
must “gracefully degrade” in performance. While there are tech-
niques that actively use the dynamics of failed joints [5], this
work focuses on how the commanded motion of unfailed joints
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can be used to minimize the effects of the motion of an unreli-
able joint. (The unreliable joint motion may be due to either an
actuator failure or a sensor failure.) A kinematic analysis of the
Euclidean error induced by an existing joint failure can be used
to identify optimal configurations for minimizing this error, as
well as for providing bounds on the accuracy to which a manip-
ulator can complete its assigned task.

There is no one natural way to measure the kinematic aspects
of rigid-body motions with a scalar [6]. However, physical ob-
jects do allow a focusing of motion to form scalar measures (an
example of which is the “volume of a swept volume” [7], among
others [8]), and this concept is used here. The idea is to first de-
fine a measure of the motion of a point after a joint failure—a
simpler task—and then extend it to find the motion of an object
by integrating a weighting of the point measure squared over
the object. The object measure is further extended to a manip-
ulator-wide measure by incorporating multiple objects in mul-
tiple coordinate frames.

The presented measures are, in general, functions of the joint
variables, and a primary goal of this work is to enable reduc-
tion of the measures in kinematically redundant manipulators
using self motion. The aim is to achieve a degree of failure tol-
erance by either best configuring a manipulator in anticipation
of a failure or reconfiguring it for failure recovery, possibly in
conjunction with other recovery methods [9]. Failure tolerance
is especially important for manipulators used in hazardous or re-
mote environments [10]–[14], and kinematically redundant ma-
nipulators have been proposed for use there [2], [15]–[21].

Methods for optimizing criterion functions using self mo-
tion include the augmented Jacobian technique [22], [23] for
tracking a desired value, the extended Jacobian technique [24]
for tracking critical points, and the gradient-projection method
[25], [26] for tracking extrema. Because these methods all re-
quire knowledge of the function’s gradient, methods for calcu-
lating the gradients of the error measures are given.

II. POINT ERROR

The foundation of the Euclidean-space measures is estab-
lished here by defining a rudimentary measure of the error of
a point. This measure will be extended to objects in Sections III
and IV.

Let an -degree-of-freedom manipulator with joint variables
have a failure at joint, with an error in the failed joint variable

of (i.e., equals the actual value of, entry of , minus
its desired value). For some failure modes,will be a func-
tion of . (Examples will be given in Section VI.) Let point,
whose Euclidean-space error is of interest, lie at the tip of vector

in Denavit–Hartenberg (D–H) frame, . (This ar-
ticle uses the frame-labeling scheme of Paul [27].) The point
so chosen is completely general—any location in any frame.
Then, the point error represents a measure of point’s mo-
tion caused by . Two possible values, path length assuming
stationary healthy joints and Euclidean distance, are shown in
Fig. 2.

Let be the perpendicular vector from the line passing
through , the -axis of D–H frame , to the tip of ,

Fig. 2. A manipulator before and after a failure of the first joint. The joint error
~q induces motion of the interest pointr (a point on the hand in this case). Two
possible measures of the point’s motion, denotede , are shown: path length
assuming stationary healthy joints and Euclidean distance.

Fig. 3. For use in finding the distance error of the tip of~r caused by an error
in joint i, ~r is defined as the perpendicular vector from the line coinciding
with the axis of jointi to the tip of~r.

as shown in Fig. 3. Then, in its general form, the point error is
defined using a static, nonnegative function as follows:

, joint rotational

, joint prismatic

.

(1)

This general form allows to be defined as either path length
assuming stationary healthy joints, using

(2)

or Euclidean distance, using

(3)

Path length is appropriate when the focus is on the process of the
failure, and Euclidean distance is appropriate when the focus is
on the result of the failure. Examples showing when each of
these is applicable are given in Section VI. In the ensuing text,
however, will be used in the general sense and not restricted
to either of these values.

The scalar can be found through

(4)

where is the vector from the origin of D–H frame to
D–H frame . This equation is in coordinate-free form and can
be calculated in any frame.
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Fig. 4. To find the object error for object
 rigidly attached to D–H framek,
the weighted point error squared is integrated over the object.

III. OBJECTERROR

Different points on the manipulator (typically) move different
distances after a failure. This section expands the point-based
measure to a region—or object—rigidly attached to one D–H
frame. (This object may comprise several disjoint sets.) The
object-based measure is found by integrating the square of the
point error times a weighting function over the object.

Let be the object rigidly attached to frame, and let
be a possibly time-varying weighting function for

which there exists some (preferably small) integersuch that
it can be decomposed as follows:

(5)

This decomposition will allow a reduction in computation by
eliminating the need for online integration.

The object-based measureis established by integrating the
product of and over

(6)

where is a differential volume, area, or distance element
when is a solid, surface, or curve, respectively. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 4, where is a solid. When is Euclidean
distance, (6) corresponds to the object norm of Kazerounian and
Rastegar [28].

Equation (6) is in general a computationally expensive
calculation that cannot be performed online. This calculation
has been identified as a potential drawback of Kazerounian and
Rastegar’s method [8], [29]. However, it will be shown below
that for the given assumptions, there exists a set of integrations
independent of the joint variables that can be performed only
once, and the results used in lieu of integrating
each time step. When [as used in (5)] is sufficiently small,
this allows real-time calculation.

A. Calculating for Rotational Joint

Using (1) for joint rotational, (6) gives

(7)

where . Thus, the problem becomes one of finding
.

This integral can be efficiently evaluated by decom-
posing it using the configuration-independent components

, , and
, where is the cross-product matrix for; i.e.,
for all . These components can be evaluated by

first performing offline calculation of the following time-inde-
pendent quantities:

(8)

(9)

(10)

The definitions in (8)–(10) are analogous to the rigid-body iner-
tial parameters of mass, first moment of inertia, and second mo-
ment of inertia, respectively. Using these, , , and
can be calculated through the following online summations:

(11)

(12)

(13)

These allow to be expressed in coordi-
nate-free form as

(14)

using the identity with (4). This
used in (7) allows calculation of (6) with no online integration.
Equation (14) can be efficiently calculated in frame.

B. Calculating for Prismatic Joint

Substituting (1) for joint prismatic into (6) gives

(15)

with calculated using (11).

C. Calculating the Gradient of

For reducing , its gradient is typically required. The gra-
dient is formed from the partial derivatives with respect to the
joint variables, and methods for calculating these are presented
here.
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1) Joint Rotational: When joint is rotational and ,
from (7) and therefore

(16)

and when , taking the partial derivative of (7) gives

(17)

In finding for or ,
does not change as a function ofand thus

(18)

This leaves only the case . When joint is ro-
tational, applying the product rule to (14) and using the fact
that outboard, fixed-length vectors move according to the rule

, gives

(19)

When joint is prismatic, only changes with , ac-
cording to the rule , giving

(20)

The computation of as required in (17) is straight-
forward using the appropriate value of with (2) or (3).

2) Joint Prismatic: When joint is prismatic, from (15)

.
(21)

IV. M ULTI-OBJECTERROR

Section III presented a measure of joint error that assigned
a scalar to the movement of an object rigidly attached to one
frame. This was, however, restrictive. For example, if secondary
damage caused by a moving manipulator after a failure is of
concern, then the entire arm should be taken into account. This
section presents a measure for this purpose and gives an effi-
cient calculation method. The measure is established through
a weighted integration of the point error squared over multiple
objects in multiple frames.

In particular, for all , , let be the object rigidly
attached to D–H frame, with the weighting function

for . Then integrating the weighting of over all the regions
is equivalent to summingsingle-object-based measures. Using

for , the multi-object measure becomes

(22)

With this formulation, could be found by repeated application
of (7) and (15). However, this can be an inefficient approach if

is calculated for multiple values of, as would be the case
if a failure were anticipated for multiple joints. A procedure is
given below that allows calculation of for all , , in
order time once the are known.

A. Calculating for Rotational Joint

Using (7) in (22) and factoring out gives

(23)

Now, if is defined as

(24)

where is the cross-product matrix for and is
the cross-product matrix for , and is defined as

(25)

then, using (14), (23) becomes

(26)

The matrix as defined through (24) and (25) is analogous
to the second moment of composite rigid-body inertia [30]; it
can be calculated through the following procedure. Let the net
outboard interest parameter be, calculated using

(27)

And let be the outboard interest vector, calculated using

(28)

where for calculation, and are both expressed in
D–H frame . Then, can be found through the following
recursion:

(29)

(30)

Each of (27), (28), and (29) with (30) can be calculated in
time.
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B. Calculating for Prismatic Joint

When joint is prismatic, is given by

(31)

with calculated using (27).

C. Calculating the Gradient of

The technique used to find the value ofin time will
be used here to establish a method for finding the gradients. It
will enable calculation of for all in time once the
values for and are known.

1) Joint Rotational: Straightforward application of the
chain rule to (26) is simplified if partial derivatives are evalu-
ated in frame. In this case, so that

(32)

When , does not change in frameas changes, and
(32) gives

(33)

When and joint is rotational, can be found
using the analogy with composite rigid-body inertia (a formula
for partial derivatives is given in [4])

(34)

Similarly, when and joint is prismatic

(35)

2) Joint Prismatic: Independent of joint type, when joint
is prismatic, from (31)

(36)

V. THREE-LINK PLANAR EXAMPLE

This first example uses a three-link planar arm with link
lengths unity, link masses unity, and the center of mass of each
link at the link center. The arm operates in the vertical plane
with the task of end-effector positioning only. For this task, it
has one degree of redundancy. The regions of interest (, ,
and ) are line segments running the length of each link. The

Fig. 5. The multi-object-error-based worst-case and best-case configurations
for a stationary three-link planar revolute manipulator with anticipation of a
failure in any joint. The manipulator on the left has the largest cost-function
value using the comprehensive measure for end-effector position (0.61,�1.92),
and the manipulator on the right has the smallest. The curve to the far right shows
the cost-function value parameterized byq .

TABLE I
D–H PARAMETERS FOR THERRC K-1207i

interest density is a constant of , where the unit of length
is , and the choice of point error is Euclidean distance with

given by (3).
For this example, a possible free-swinging failure in any

of the three joints is anticipated. An appropriate cost function
is . For this cost function, with an end point
(0.61, 1.92), worst-case and best-case configurations are
shown in Fig. 5, together with a curve showing the value of
the cost function parameterized by. The gradient-projection
technique [25], [26] was used to find both the worst-case (using
the negative of the gradient) and best-case configurations.

Fig. 5 illustrates the tradeoff that must be made when opti-
mizing a cost function that includes the possibility of multiple
joint failures. The best-case configuration would actually give
greater motion after a joint-three failure than the worst-case con-
figuration. However, this is more than compensated by the fact
that the best-case configuration gives much less motion after a
joint-one failure. From the worst-case to the best-case config-
uration, the value of is improved by more than a factor of
five. The plot of as a function of shows the existence of
multiple local minima, as is commonly the case for functions of
configuration. Methods for working with multiple minima are
given in [31].

VI. SEVEN-LINK EXAMPLES

In this section, the Robotics Research Corporation K-1207i
manipulator is used as an example arm to illustrate a spatial
redundant arm’s ability to minimize the Euclidean effects of a
joint failure. Its D–H parameters are given in Table I, and the
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TABLE II
JOINT LIMITS IN RADIANS FOR THE RRC K-1207i

software joint limits are given in Table II. This seven-degree-of-
freedom arm has one degree of redundancy for the task of hand
positioning and orienting. It is this extra degree of freedom that
allows reduction of the error measures.

A. A Single-Object Calibration-Error Example

Here, an object rigidly attached to the K-1207i’s end-effector
is used as to measure the effect of a joint calibration error.
This could represent a number of error types for which the value
of the error is not a known function of configuration. To focus
on a calibration error, the joint error is fixed at a nonzero
value that represents a bound on the possibly time-varying error.
The object of interest is chosen, as an example, to be L-shaped,
formed by joining four cubes of edge length 0.06 m. The top of
the L-shaped object lies 0.10 m from the end frame along the
-axis.
For this example, errors for all points of the object are con-

sidered equally important so is assigned to a constant,
m . Additionally, Euclidean distance is chosen as a rudimen-

tary measure to focus on the final effect of the error [i.e.,
is given by (3)]. The end frame is constrained to a pose given
by the following homogeneous transformation matrix relative
to the base frame:

(37)

Under these conditions, the gradient-projection technique [25],
[26] was used to find the worst-case and best-case configura-
tions for tolerating a joint-five failure. These are shown in Fig. 6.

The potential error in the L-shaped object caused by an error
in joint five is greatly reduced by reconfiguring. In fact, for
the best-case configuration of Fig. 6 is two orders of magnitude
less than that of the worst case. Fig. 7 shows the errors in the
object caused by a 0.1-rad error in joints two through five using
best and worst-case configurations. The improvement, using the
best configuration, for the joint two and joint five failures is es-
pecially substantial, but improvement is evident in all cases. If a
calibration-type failure was experienced in one of these joints,
reconfiguring might allow a task to be completed that would
otherwise be impossible. (It is assumed here that direct com-
pensation of the error is not possible, as would be the case if the
error value were not well known. If some compensation were
possible, it could further improve the results.)

The cases for joints one and seven are not shown in Fig. 7
because, for static , and do not change once the hand is
fixed. This will be the case for any manipulator where the focus

Fig. 6. Worst-case and best-case configurations of the RRC K-1207i for
reducing the effect of joint-five error on the L-shaped object under the
constraint of end-effector position/orientation given by (37). In the worst case,
the line passing through the axis of the fifth joint lies far from all points on
the object, and in the best case, the line passing through the axis of the fifth
joint actually passes through the object. The motion of the object for these two
configurations after a 0.1 rad error is shown at the bottom of Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Under the constraint of hand pose given by (37), the K-1207i was
placed in worst-case and best-case configurations for each of joints two through
five. (The configurations for joint five are shown in Fig. 6.) Then an error of
0.1 rad was imposed on the focus joint. The resulting error in the L-shaped
object is shown here. In each case, the black frame represents where the object
would be if there were no error. Given to the left of each set is the ratio of
the worst-case to best-case values ofo . Some joint-failure effects are more
amenable to reconfiguration than others—for joint two the error is reduced by a
factor of 326, while for joint three the error is reduced by only a factor of four.

is on the error induced on a single object in the last frame. The
case for joint six is not shown becausehere changes very little
with reconfiguring.

This technique of assuming a fixed bound onis also useful
for addressing general failure modes in manipulators with soft-
ware or hardware error checking. Error checking is commonly
used in robotic controllers to stop the arm when a joint devi-
ates excessively from its expected value, and the techniques pre-
sented in this article allow enhancement of this safety feature.
If the excessive-error cutoff value for the K-1207i were set to
0.1 rad and the manipulator maintained an optimal configura-
tion, it is clear from Fig. 7 that the L-shaped object would be
less exposed to collision-induced damage.
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TABLE III
MASSES ANDCENTERS OFMASS FOR THERRC K-1207i

B. Multi-Object Free-Swinging Failure Example

In the previous example, the joint error was assumed to be
bounded by a fixed, typically small, value. This is not always the
case, however, and for this section’s example, the joint failure is
of the free-swinging type, i.e., one where actuator torque is lost.
After a free-swinging failure, the arm moves under the influence
of gravity. If the failed joint does not hit a stop, it settles into a
configuration with the center of mass of the outboard links at
its lowest point relative to the gravitational field [4], and this
motion is a function of configuration.

For this example, the point error is path length assuming
stationary healthy joints, with given by (2). This choice
is appropriate for reducing the likelihood of collision-induced
damage after a failure, and the stationary-healthy-joint as-
sumption is an approximation for a slow-moving manipulator.
(Manipulators used in remote and hazardous environments are
typically slow moving.) Since collision with any part of the arm
is of concern, the objects are chosen to be the CAD models
of the K-1207i links used to make the images of the robot for
this article. All points on the arm are equally important, so the
weighting function is chosen to be a constant, m .
The values for the free-swinging joint error and its partial
derivatives are calculated using the techniques given in [4].

For the hand pose given by (37) and link masses and centers
of mass given in Table III, the worst-case and best-case config-
urations for tolerating a free-swinging failure of the first joint
as found using the gradient-projection technique [25], [26] are
shown in Fig. 8, both before and after a failure. Withequal to
0.384, the motion for the worst-case configuration is kinemati-
cally equivalent to translating a 1-m cube by 62 cm. In contrast,
with equal to 0.038, the motion for the best-case configu-
ration is kinematically equivalent to translating a 1-m cube by
19 cm. It is clear from Fig. 8 that this reduced motion corre-
sponds to a reduced likelihood of collision with the environ-
ment.

Even for this case, which is made more difficult by its focus
on free-swinging failures, optimizing the configuration does not
require excessive computation time. For the RRC K-1207i with
a focus on free-swinging failures, and can be calculated
for all in less than 4 ms on a Sun Microsystems SPARC 10
workstation. This allows even the most general measures, in-
cluding those incorporating all possible joint failures, to be min-
imized in real time.

VII. A 12-L INK EXAMPLE

This section presents an example of a highly redundant ma-
nipulator to illustrate the occurrence of algorithmic redundancy

Fig. 8. Under the constraint of hand pose given by (37), the K-1207i was
placed in worst-case and best-case configurations for a free-swinging failure
of the first joint. Configurations before and after a failure are shown for both
cases. The value of̂o for the best case is 0.038 and for the worst case is 0.384.

with respect to fault tolerance. Algorithmic redundancy occurs
when the manipulator retains degrees of freedom in self motion
while achieving a secondary criterion. For the secondary cri-
terion of optimizing the fault-tolerance measures presented in
this article, explicit conditions for algorithmic redundancy can
be established in certain cases.

In particular, for rotational joint, when the joint error is
independent of configuration and the integrated scalar param-
eter , the global minimum of the object error has a
direct geometrical interpretation. Under these conditions, using
(7) and (14), can be expressed as

(38)

giving that is at its global minimum when lies on the
line as parameterized by, where is an
eigenvector associated with the smallest eigenvalue of

.
Because there are four degrees of freedom in specifying a

line, this implies minimizing a single-object-based measure sub-
ject to a positioning/orienting hand constraint will not, in gen-
eral, resolve redundancy for manipulators with more than ten
degrees of freedom, thus allowing the simultaneous optimiza-
tion of additional criteria. To illustrate this, let a 12-link example
manipulator have the geometry given in Table IV.
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TABLE IV
D–H PARAMETERS FOR THE12-LINK MANIPULATOR

Fig. 9. Under the constraint of hand pose given by (39), the 12-link example
arm has two degrees of freedom in minimizingo , the error in the L-shaped
object caused by a fixed joint-six error. Shown here is the arm in three
configurations, each witho globally minimized. The set of all solutions
globally minimizingo can be characterized by those for which the joint-six
axis lies on the line shown.

For the same L-shaped object as was used in Section VI and
the end frame constrained to

(39)

this manipulator can globally minimize yet retain two degrees
of freedom. In Fig. 9, the arm is shown in three configurations
as joint six moves along the line corresponding to a global min-
imum. This motion is achieved using joint rates lying in the null
space of , where is the Hessian of . In practice,
algorithmic redundancy can be used to achieve other desirable
criteria, such as the optimization of independent functions of
configuration or joint rates [32].

VIII. SUMMARY

This article defined measures of joint failures using Eu-
clidean-space objects rigidly attached to a manipulator’s links.
The objects were used to expand point-error-based measures
by integrating a weighting of the measures squared over the
objects. Efficient ways of calculating the measures were given,
and for the purpose of instilling fault tolerance in redundant
manipulators, ways to calculate the measures’ gradients were
also presented. Examples showed how the measures could be
used to prepare for a failure by reducing the likelihood of a
collision or compensate for a failure by reducing the task error.
Many of the reductions in collision likelihood and task error
were substantial.
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